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Natural Heritage Institute 100 Pine Street, Ste. Ste. 1550 San Francisco, CA 94111 (415) 693693-3000 (888) 589589-1974 (fax)



0ther Offices Anchorage, AK Nevada City, CA Houston, TX



Email address: rrcollins@n rrcollins@n@n -h-i.org



July 7, 2009 Cindy Schulz U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Southwest Virginia Field Office 330 Cummings Street Abingdon VA 24210 Re:



Appalachian Electric Power’s Smith Mountain Pumped Storage Project (FERC No. 2210--169) 2210



Dear Ms. Schulz: The Tri-County AEP Relicensing Committee (TCRC) writes to respectfully request that the Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) vacate its concurrence with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and reconsider its conclusion that the issuance of a new license to Appalachian Electric Power (AEP) is not likely to adversely affect the Roanoke logperch (Percina rex), a Federally listed endangered species. Contrary to the findings of the Field Office, we believe the proposed new license will have an adverse affect on the Roanoke logperch, and will not contribute to the objectives of the Roanoke Logperch Recovery Plan. We request that the Service initiate formal consultation with FERC to evaluate the potentially negative impacts that AEP’s Smith Mountain Pumped Storage Project (Project) likely will have on the Roanoke logperch. Should the Service decline our request, we ask that it publish a record detailing the data it relied on to reach its determination. I. INTERESTS OF THE COUNTIES The Roanoke Logperch Recovery Plan stresses that it is critical to garner local support in order to protect the logperch, and encourages the Service to collaborate with local county governments. The TCRC represents the interests of Bedford, Campbell, Franklin, and Pittsylvania Counties of Virginia in assuring that the new FERC license and related regulatory approvals protect non-developmental uses of the Roanoke River, including fish and wildlife. It is interested in preserving native flora and fauna, including the Roanoke logperch, and their habitat. The Project is physically located within each of the four counties and provides power, water, tourism, and recreation for the counties and their collective 200,000 residents. TCRC has been actively engaged in the relicensing proceeding from the outset through the development of scoping documents and study plans, and by participating in negotiations and study work groups. On October 6, 2008 TCRC submitted a timely motion to intervene in the relicensing proceeding. See eLibrary no. 20081006-5033. TCRC also



Ms. Schulz July 7, 2009 Page 2 submitted extensive comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement prepared by FERC for purposes of relicensing. See eLibrary no. 20090511-5225 (May 11, 2009). II. BACKGROUND A.



FERC Relicensing Proceeding Proceeding



The Smith Mountain and Leesville Dams were constructed in 1963. The existing FERC license for the Project expires in 2010. In 1998 AEP began the relicensing proceedings for the Smith Mountain Project. It filed its final application for FERC license on March 27, 2008. On March 27, 2009, FERC issued the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Project. On March 31, 2009, FERC requested that the Service concur with its determination that the Smith Mountain Project is “not likely to adversely affect” the endangered Roanoke logperch. See letter from Allan Creamer, FERC to Cynthia Schulz, FWS, eLibrary no. 20090331-4000. The Service engaged in informal consultation with FERC, and on May 1, 2009, the Virginia Field Office issued a concurrence letter to FERC stating that the proposed new license for the Smith Mountain Project is not likely to adversely affect the Roanoke logperch. See letter from Cynthia Schulz, FWS to Kimberly D. Bose, FERC, eLibrary no. 20090507-0053 (Concurrence Letter). We submit this letter to challenge the Service’s decision to forego formal consultation under Endangered Species Act (ESA) section 7(a)(2), 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2). B.



Roanoke Logperch



The Roanoke logperch was listed as endangered on August 18, 1989. See Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants; Endangered Status for the Roanoke Logperch, 54 Fed. Reg. 34,468 (August 18, 1989). The Service published a Recovery Plan for the logperch on March 20, 1992. Most recently, the Service issued a 5-year report for the logperch on September 19, 2007. To date, critical habitat has not been designated for the logperch. The Roanoke logperch is endemic to Virginia, and historically occupied the Roanoke River and Nottoway River drainage basins. The construction of dams made large reaches of the rivers inhabitable to the logperch, which reside in “medium to large warm-water streams and rivers of moderate gradient with relatively unsilted substrates.” Recovery Plan,



Ms. Schulz July 7, 2009 Page 3 Executive Summary. According to the 5-year review, “[p]erhaps the greatest overall loss of logperch habitat…occurred when construction of the Smith Mountain and Leesville Dams was completed in 1963.” Region 5, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Roanoke Logperch 5-year Review (2007), p. 15, (“5-year Review”). The logperch has since been reduced to 8 isolated populations in the upper Roanoke River, Pigg River, Nottoway River, Smith River, Big and Little Otter Rivers, and Goose Creek. See id., p. 10. As a result, important genetic exchange no longer occurs between neighboring logperch populations, which increases their vulnerability to extirpation due to small populations and curtailed range. See id. III. ARGUMENT We believe that the best available scientific evidence shows that the Project is likely to adversely affect the endangered Roanoke logperch, and therefore formal consultation with FERC is required. If the Service is unwilling to reconsider its concurrence, we request that the Service provide a written response detailing the record and the specific factual findings it relied on for its decision. A.



FERC’s Licensing Action Meets the Threshold for Formal Consultation.



Under Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA, Federal agencies must insure that their actions are “not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species.” 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2). To satisfy this requirement, any action agency must undergo formal consultation with the Service if a proposed action “may affect listed species.” 50 C.F.R. § 402.14 (emphasis added).1 The threshold for formal consultation is set deliberately low, and the Service may concur that an action is not likely to adversely affect a listed species only after the “elimination of potential impacts.” U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service & National Marine Fisheries Service, Endangered Species Consultation Handbook (March 1998), p. 3-12 (“FWS Consultation Handbook”). “Any possible effect” triggers formal consultation. FWS, Interagency Cooperation--Endangered Species Act of 1973, as Amended; Final Rule, 51 Fed. Reg. 19,926, 19,949 (June 3, 1986).



1



The strict substantive goals of the ESA necessitate stringent enforcement of its procedural provisions, which are designed to ensure compliance with the overarching purpose of the ESA. “If a [federal] project is allowed to proceed without substantial compliance with those procedural requirements, there can be no assurance that a violation of the ESA's substantive provisions will not result. The latter, of course, is impermissible.” Thomas v. Peterson, 753 F.2d 754, 764 (9th Cir. 1985).



Ms. Schulz July 7, 2009 Page 4 A finding of “not likely to adversely affect” is reserved only for those instances when effects on listed species are “discountable, or insignificant, or completely beneficial” FWS Consultation Handbook, p. 3-12. None of these exemptions are appropriate here. The Service is obligated to base “[a]ll decisions reached during the consultation process… on sound science.” FWS Consultation Handbook, p. 3-6. If the full effects of an action cannot be determined, “benefit of the doubt is given to the species. Do not concur in this instance.” Id., p. 3-12. Nonconcurrence is the necessary conclusion when, as in this case, “there is not enough information to adequately determine the nature of the effects.” Id. In this case, evidence in the FERC record shows that the proposed new license will adversely affect the logperch in its existing range. According to the Service, large dams “significantly threaten[]” a subset of the range occupied by the logperch in the Roanoke River and Pigg River, and in the Smith River dams significantly threaten the entire range of the population. 5-year Review, Table 1. Logperch have been found within the Project boundaries in the Smith Mountain and Leesville Lakes, and also occur in close proximity to project boundaries in waters affected by project operations. DEIS, p. 139. Dams produce an environment that is inhospitable to the logperch, and therefore reduce the logperch’s prospects of survival in these areas. While the DEIS discusses some impacts to logperch as a result of the proposed action, it does not provide a complete analysis of the potential impacts or appropriate mitigation. In his comments on the New License Application Dr. Paul L. Angermeier stated that the instream flow studies undertaken for purposes of relicensing may not provide an adequate record on which to make decisions regarding protection of the Roanoke logperch. See letter from Paul L. Angermeier to Kimberly D. Bose, FERC, eLibrary no. 20080827-0244 (Aug. 17, 2008) (Attachment 1), pp. 2-4. According to Dr. Angermeier: “The current process, summarized in "Instream Flow Needs Study - Final Report" (8 August 2007), incorporates serious weaknesses and/or absences in the biological data. First, there are no data on flow needs for most species and life stages living in Roanoke River. Second, most of the data used in flow-habitat models are from outside the Roanoke River basin. Third, the data used are collected under a very narrow range of geography, season, diurnal period, competitor and predator regime, water quality, habitat quality, and food availability. Consequently, these data can provide little confidence in assertions that the weighted-usable-area (WUA) curves developed accurately depict habitat needs or preferences of native biota. Finally, no population sampling was performed in conjunction with the Instream Flow Needs Study, which casts additional doubt on the legitimacy of its findings. The current process also applies scientific methods and models inappropriate for the questions of interest to stakeholders. First, WUA models are static; they do not



Ms. Schulz July 7, 2009 Page 5 address flow dynamics (changes in habitat conditions through space and time), which are at least as important to biota as instantaneous habitat conditions. In other words, there is no attempt to assess how fluxes in WUA affect biota behavior, abundance, or distribution. Second, approaches based on the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology are not designed to (and do not in this case) inform us about population responses to changes in flow regime, which are the most crucial relations to understand when setting flow-release schedules. Third, there is no empirical evidence to support the implicit assumption that populations of Roanoke River biota are limited by WUA or that their persistence depends on certain ranges of WUA.”



Id., pp. 2-3. When gaps in the data are uncovered during the informal consultation process, the FWS Consultation Handbook calls for additional studies to improve the data base on which decisions are founded. See FWS Consultation Handbook, p. 3-1. Formal consultation is necessary to uncover and mitigate the effects of the Project on the logperch. The Service bases its concurrence on the DEIS finding that logperch do not occur downstream of the dams. See Concurrence Letter, p. 1. However, a finding that logperch do not presently occur downstream of the dams does not equate to a finding that the proposed project will not affect, or will have only beneficial impacts, on logperch. The Service does not explain the logic behind equating the two findings here. The Service does not reconcile its concurrence with its previous findings that the existence of the project dams continues to limit logperch recovery by inundating former habitat and isolating existing populations: “As we stated in our letter dated April 13, 2007, we believe there is a clear nexus between the construction of Smith Mountain and Leesville Lake dams and reservoirs, and the listing of the Roanoke logperch. The entire length of currently occupied Roanoke logperch habitat in the upper Roanoke and Pigg Rivers is approximately 139 stream kilometers (USFWS 1992). According to the Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, Smith Mountain and Leesville Lake dams and reservoirs have displaced over 137 kilometers (85 miles) or about half of what is believed to be former habitat in the center of the Roanoke logperch range including portions of the Roanoke, Pigg, and Blackwater Rivers, and Gills Creek.… The Smith Mountain and Leesville Lake dams also serve to physically and genetically isolate logperch populations in the upper Roanoke, Pigg, and middle Roanoke Rivers. The remaining logperch habitat could be enhanced to offset some of the lost habitat.” Letter from Karen L. Mayne, FWS, to Magalie R. Salas, FERC, eLibrary no. 200803140027 (Mar. 3, 2008). The Concurrence Letter does not address the Project’s impacts on logperch present in tributaries to the Staunton River. It does not explain how the proposed license will mitigate these impacts to the point of insignificance. The Concurrence Letter does not indicate that



Ms. Schulz July 7, 2009 Page 6 the Service undertook any independent evaluation of the proposed minimum flow schedule or alternatives and their relative merits with respect to protection and recovery of the logperch. The Service declined to address these issues despite the fact that Dr. Angermeier filed comments in the FERC proceeding stating concerns regarding the instream flow studies and offering his opinion that a more natural flow regime would likely enhance logperch populations: “it is reasonable to expect rare and/or declining native species (eg, Roanoke logperch, bigeye jumprock, Roanoke bass, orangefin madom) to exhibit positive population responses to a flow regime more natural than the one that prevails now.” See Angermeier Letter, supra, p. 3. The Concurrence Letter does not include any specific discussion of potential opportunities to reintroduce logperch to its historic habitat within the project area during the new FERC license. The Concurrence Letter states, “No critical habitat has been designated for this species; therefore, none will be affected.” Concurrence Letter, pp. 1-2. Section 4(a)(3) of the ESA requires the Service to designate critical habitat concurrent with the listing of a species as endangered or threatened. See 16 U.S.C. § 1533(a)(3). The Service declined to designate critical habitat for the logperch at the time of listing due to concerns of overcollection and vandalism. See 54 Fed. Reg. 34471 (Aug. 18, 1989). So, while critical habitat may not have been designated formally, that does not mean there is not habitat which must be protected and restored in order to contribute to the recovery of the logperch. The Service does not provide any other explanation for not undertaking independent habitat analysis. On the basis of evidence that the Project will adversely impact the logperch and its existing and historic habitat, the Service should request FERC initiate formal consultation. B.



The Proposed New License Will Threaten Existing Logperch And Will Not Contribute To Recovery



The consultation process must be consistent with recovery plan goals. FWS Consultation Handbook, p. 2-2. A top priority of the Roanoke Logperch Recovery Plan is the use of existing regulation and legislation to protect the logperch: “Protection of the Roanoke logperch and its habitat will require the full enforcement of existing laws and regulations…[including] Federal Energy Regulatory Commission licensing.” Region 5, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Roanoke Logperch Recovery Plan (1992), p. 13, (“Recovery Plan”). The FWS should utilize this relicensing opportunity to implement a more natural flow regime, which would further the objectives of the Recovery Plan. The goal of the Recovery Plan is “to maintain or restore viable populations of Percina rex in a significant portion of its historical range, thereby allowing removal of the species from the Federal List of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants.” The Recovery Plan states that this goal is to be accomplished by “(1) protecting and enhancing habitat



Ms. Schulz July 7, 2009 Page 7 containing Percina rex populations, and (2) expanding populations within river corridors that either now support this species or supported it historically.” Recovery Plan, Executive Summary. The DEIS does not demonstrate that FERC staff’s proposed flow schedule will contribute to the goal of restoring logperch populations into their historical range. Further, the DEIS acknowledges that “[u]nder the proposed license, the Smith Mountain and Leesville dams would continue to represent a habitat barrier between individual populations of logperch” (DEIS, p. 145). Formal consultation is needed to address these barriers to recovery. The Recovery Plan and 5-year review outline Recovery Tasks necessary to achieve the ultimate goal of delisting the logperch. One is to “increase connectivity of Roanoke logperch populations by identifying major and minor artificial movement barriers and eliminating them when feasible.” 5-year Review, p. 20. The flow release schedule of the Project poses a significant barrier to movement of the logperch populations by rendering large areas of the rivers inhabitable, thereby fragmenting the populations. Another Recovery Task is to “[d]etermine the feasibility of reestablishing the logperch in historical habitat.” Recovery Plan, p. 15. When stream reaches can “again be made suitable for the logperch...introduction of the species into rivers or river segments within its historical range should proceed.” Id., p. 16. A number of reaches near the Project offer substrates and depths that are ideal for the logperch, such as the Hale Islands and portions of the main stem of the Roanoke River. See Appalachian Power Company Smith Mountain Project No. 2210 Instream Flow Needs Study, Thomas R. Payne & Associates, p. B-9 – B-10 (2007). With adjustments in the proposed flow release schedule, these reaches could again be made suitable for the logperch. A more natural flow regime is feasible and could likely allow return of the logperch to more of its historical habitat. Therefore, the Service should implement these recovery tasks through formal consultation. The DEIS states that “there is no basis for expecting that a natural (unimpaired) flow regime would enhance populations of…rare/declining native species (e.g., Roanoke logperch).” DEIS, p. 108. This assumption is contrary to the available science, which indicates that a more natural flow is preferable. “Among river ecologists there is a consensus that ‘natural’ or ‘normative’ flows are a desirable goal to sustain river function and native biodiversity (Poff et al., 2006).” Letter from Dr. W. Cully Hession to Russ Johnson, TCRC (April 24, 2008) (Attachment 2). Dr. Angermeier suggests a natural flow regime would enhance the recovery of the logperch. See Attachment 1, p. 3. Similar shifts to more natural flow regimes have already been successful in restoring native biota and fisheries to rivers, including the Roanoke in North Carolina, the Apalachicola in Florida, the Savannah in Georgia-South Carolina, and the Green in Kentucky. See id., p. 4.
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C.



The Service Must Investigate Reasonable and Prudent Alternatives



By foregoing consultation, the Service is preventing the consideration of “reasonable and prudent alternatives” to the license that could reduce the overall effect of the Project on the logperch. See 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(g). More information is needed to determine if alternatives such as a more natural flow regime could improve habitat for listed species with minimal cost. Such a flow regime could be pivotal in reintroducing the logperch to its native range, especially in areas with otherwise ideal habitat conditions for logperch, such as the Hale Islands. Given the adverse effects that the license as currently proposed will have on the logperch, it is the Service’s obligation to investigate such alternatives. This licensing period may well be the only opportunity for the Service to act on the logperch’s behalf. Once the license issues then the Service will lose the ability to engage in any form of ESA consultation until the expiration of the license 30-50 years in the future. See California Sportfishing Protection Alliance v. FERC, 472 F.3d 593, 597-99 (9th Cir. 2006). Given the vulnerable state of the logperch, such a long period of inaction may be fatal to its chances of survival and recovery in the wild. D.



The Service Should Provide a Public Record Of The Basis For Its Concurrence



The FWS Consultation Handbook stipulates that the analysis for an informal consultation finding should be documented in the concurrence letter. This analysis should be “based on review of all potential effects, direct and indirect.” FWS Consultation Handbook, p. 3-12. The Service included only a minimal reference to “surveys and investigations” in its Concurrence Letter. This level of specificity is insufficient to allow for public understanding of how the Service reached its finding of “not likely to adversely affect.” We request that the Service publish (1) the record the Service relied on in making its determinations of the effects the proposed new license will have on the logperch, (2) the factual findings the Service made, with citations to the record, (3) the legal conclusions the Service reached, with citations to the relevant law. CONCLUSION We request that the Service reconsider its concurrence that the Smith Mountain is “not likely to adversely affect” the Roanoke logperch through the formal consultation process, and that it publish a record for the bases of its decision.



Respectfully submitted,
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______________________________ Richard Roos-Collins Julie Gantenbein NATURAL HERITAGE INSTITUTE 100 Pine Street, Suite 1550 San Francisco, CA 94111 (415) 693-3000 (415) 693-3178 (fax) [email protected] [email protected] On behalf of TRI-COUNTY AEP RELICENSING COMMITTEE cc:



Marvin Moriarty, Regional Director Northeast Region, United States Fish and Wildlife Service (via first class and electronic mail), FERC electronic service list for P-2210-169
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Washington, DC 20426



Subject: Smith Mountain Project P-2210 Application for a New License Comments on flow-release schedule for Leesville Dam



Dear SecretaryBose: I am writing to comment on the flow-release schedule for I.~csville Dam, which is now being developed in I ~ R C ' s reliccnsing process. First, let me briefly describe my credentials for offering commentary. I am a research scientist with the U.S. Geological Survey stationed in Virginia Tech's Department o f Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences, where I am a Professor. However. my comments reflect my own opinion and do not represent the views o f the USGS or VaTech. I have co-taught VaTech courses on freshwater biomonitoring, stream habitat management, watershed restoration, fish ecology, and environmental sustainability. I have been conducting research on Virginia's rivers and fishes for >20 years; since 1988 I have published ---65peer-reviewed articles on fish-habitatassociations,water qualityassessment,ecology and geneticsof rare fishes, riverrestoration,fishcommunity ecology, and ecologicalriskassessment. I have bccn conducting researchand monitoring in the upper Roanoke River since 1990. I have been involved as a consultingscientistwith the LecsvilleD a m rclicensingsince April 2006. I do not critique any particular previous or current flow-release schedule. Rather, l suggest that the process invoked to help choose such schedules based on anticipated ecological impacts has been flawed by weak and/or indefensible science. Moreover, there @J#¢i" A l~nd-Gn~m Unircrsi~ - - Puttinx K~wled~e m Wc~l~ An F~ql~ul OplNH ltt~it~I A ~ r m o l i r r At tit~l~ hLwiltetiolf
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arc reasonable alternativesto incorporatingsound science into these complex, important choices. In m y view, the outcome of the relice~singprocess should be a weU-reasoned, interactive,and iterative,compromise that reflectsthe demands ofmany (oRen contradictory) stakeholder demands but does not irreversiblyor unacceptably damage valuable public resources. This notion is consistentwith the terms of V W P Individual Permit No. 08-0572, which states(under Standard Project Conditions) that "... activities authorized by thispermit shallbe executed in such a manner that any impacts to stream beneficialuses are minimized" and that "bcnei~eialuses include ...protection of fish and wildlifehabitat...".Most of the information being weighed to choose the flow-release schedule for Lcesville D a m is not scientific,but some crucial information/a scientific. When science informs complex decisions regarding use of valuable public resources, thal science should be sound, with key knowns and uncertaintiesclearlyarticulated. Flow regime, the temporal pattern (eg, daily,seasonal, annual) of water-flow through an aquatic ecosystem, is a major driver of physical, chemical, and biological conditions and processes in a river.Key descriptorsof flow regime are the magnitude, duration, frequency, timing, and rate of change of floods, droughts, and base-flows.



Flow regimes in Virginia are inherently complex, which makes detecting or predicting most effects of changes in flow regime very difficult. Flow regime affects water quality, habitat quality, production dynamics, and biotic composition of rivers. Each riverine species has a distinctive population response to changes in each descriptor of flow regime. Responses to changes in flow regime have been documented for only a few species. Finally, biotic responses to specific changes in flow regime, as manifest in any flow-release schedule, are largely unpredictable due to lack of field-tested models. The currentprocess, summarized in "Instream Flow Needs Study - Final Report" (8 Augist 2007), incorporates serious weaknesses and/or absences in the biological data. First,there arc no data on flow needs for most species and lifestages living in Roanoke River. Second, most of the data used in flow-habitatmodels are from outside the Roanoke River basin. Third, the data used are collectedunder a very narrow range of geography, scason, diurnal period, competitor and predator regime, water quality,habitat quality,and food availability.Consequently, these data can provide littleconfidence in assertionsthat the weighted-usable-area ( W U A ) curves developed accurately depict habitat needs or preferences of native biota. Finally,no population sampling was performed in conjunction with the Instream Flow Needs Study, which casts additional doubt on the legitimacy of its findings. The currentprocess also applies scientificmethods and models inappropriate for the questions of interestto stakeholders. First,W U A models arc static;they do not address flow dynamics (changes in habitatconditions through space and time), which are at least as important to biota as instantaneous habitatconditions. In other words, there is no attempt to assess how fluxes in W U A affectbiota behavior, abundance, or distribution. Second, approaches based on the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology are not
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designed to (and do not in this case) inform us about p_.opulation responses to changes in flow regime, which are the most crucial relations to understand when setting flow-release schedules. Third, there is no empirical evidence to support the implicit assumption that populations of Roanoke River biota are limited by WUA or that their persistence depends on certain ranges of WUA. The consequences of basing choices about the flow-release schedule on inadequate data and inappropriate methods are very disconcerting. First, this approach brings a high degree of uncertainty with the outcome of ANY flow-release recommendation. Second, it forces stakeholders to choose from flow-release options without relevant scientific knowledge. Third, it constrains scientific input to weak forms (eg, expert judgrnent rather than experimental evidence). Fourth, it promotes unnecessary polarization among stakeholders, who cannot distinguish objectively among many reasonable (but unknown) ecological relations. Put another way, it precludes rigorous scientific testing and rejection of many initially reasonable conceptual models of how Roanoke River works ecologically. Finally, the current process is a disservice to the public in that it allows potential mismanagement of valuable public resources, while fostering the illusion that decisions are based largely on science. An experimental "adaptive management" approach would minimize many of the scientific weaknesses of the current process. For example, although there are no empirical data with which to test hypothetical responses to changes in flow regime, it is reasonable to expect rare and/or declining native species (eg, Roanoke logperch, bigeye jumprock, Roanoke bass, oranget'm madtom) to exhibit positive population responses to a flow regime more natural than the one that prevails now. Such expectation can be readily tested under a carefully planned experimental flow-release schedule. Notably, a fair test ofthe effectiveness of a natural flow regime in improving river health, the condition of native fishes, and current fisheries would require allowing both floods and droughts to occur with pre-dam frequency, magnitude, duration, timing, and rate of change. I propose trying, on an experimental basis, a natural-flow release schedule for Leesville Dam. This schedule would likely be constrained by appropriate ceilings and floors to accommodate other water uses, safety, etc. The experiment would likely need to run at least 5-10 years to allow physical and biological signals to be detected above the "noise" oftypical annual variation in flow. For example, my experience in the upper Roanoke River indicates that it takes several years to see the full range of common combinations of hydrological and biological conditions that drive population dynamics of Roanoke Iogperch. The experiment would also need to be accompanied by a sound scientific monitoring program so that questions about relations between flow and key parameters of interest (physical, chemical, biological) could be answered confidently. A precise cost estimate would require detailed discussions among stakeholders, including state agencies, but my rough estimate is that the monitoring required to inform this sort of experiment would cost ~$100K per year. \ Of course, other flow-release schedules could also be informative if they are distinct enough from the current schedule to cause physical and/or biological responses. In any
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case, it is the feedback from well designed monitoring that makes the experimental approach proposed here "adaptive" managemetat. The experimental approach described above could be incorporated into the relicensing agreement rather than delaying project relieensing. Key strengths of an experimental natural-flow release schedule include 1) reversibility, 2) gains in crucial empirical ecological knowledge, 3) reduced uncertainty regarding key ecological relations, and 4) increased confidence in the efficacy of flow-management choices. It is fair to ask, "What biotic impacts might a natural flow regime be expected to haveT' Specific answers to this key question are not available, but neither do we know what impacts the current release schedule is having nor whether selected (modest?) changes in release schedule would substantively emhanee river health, native biota, or current fisheries. However, it is reasonable to suspect that consistently higher-than-natural summer flows inhibit those species and life stages (eg, young fishes) that are adapted to low flows. Furthermore, pulsed flow-releases from Leesville Dam may be having unmeasured adverse effects on rare or declining native species (eg, Roanoke logpereh). Notably, there is a growing number of US rivers where significant benefits to native biota and fisheries have been realized by experimentally shifting flow-release schedules to more natural flow regimes. In the Southeast, these include the Roanoke in North Carolina, the Apalachieola in Florida, the Savannah in C_~orgia-SouthCaroFma, and the Green in Kentucky. Although it is infeasible to confidently predict specific effects on individual species, it is certain that some species will benefit and others will suffer. These gains and losses will vary considerable among years, partly because of annual variation in flow regime. Notably, a natural flow regime is certainly NOT the best regime for all species. It need not provide optimal (or even suitable) flow conditions for any particular life-stage or species in a given year or month. Despite the uncertainties regarding particulars, a natural flow regime seems the most likely regime to ensure long-term persistence of most native species. However, these potential benefits can be estimated reliably only via an experimental adaptive management approach. Thanks very much for considering my comments. Sincerely,



Paul L. Angermeler, PhD



Biological Systems Engineering Department 304 Seitz Hall (0303) Blacksburg, Virginia 24061 Phone: 540/231-6615; Fax: 540/231-3199 Email: [email protected]; Web: http://twosweet.bse.vt.edu



College of Agriculture and Life Sciences



April 24, 2008 Tri-County Relicensing Committee (TCRC) C/O Russ Johnson, Chairman County of Franklin 40 East Court Street Rocky Mount, VA 24151 Dear Mr. Johnson, I would like to weigh in on the debate concerning relicensing of the Smith Mountain Lake Project (No. 2210) located on the Roanoke River, Virginia. In particular, I would like to address the opportunities to incorporate natural or ‘normative’ flow regimes for instream flows downstream of the dam. I am a biological systems engineer (with a Civil Engineering PE license in Virginia). My research area is a mix of watershed hydrology, stream morphology, and linking hydrology, morphology, and instream hydraulics to aquatic health and river restoration. As such, I have knowledge of the engineering aspects (hydraulics), as well as familiarity with instream biota and instream habitat measures (PHABSIM, WUA, etc.). I was surprised to learn that consideration is being given to recommending dam releases that favor game species, such as striped bass, etc., and, by extension, will result in less flow variability. In addition, it appears that these recommendations are based primarily on the results of instream flow analyses using PHABSIM (Payne, 2007). While I think the study and the report are well done, I do think that much caution needs to be exhibited when using suitability indices (SI’s) and weighted usable areas (WUA) analyses. First, SI curves are a simplification of the real world and there is much uncertainty and variability in such curves. SI curves are merely ratios based on counts of fish relative to a maximum encountered during sampling. Therefore, the SI curves may vary seasonally, monthly, daily, or even hourly which introduces uncertainty in determining what fish truly prefer (Mathur et al., 1985). There is no consistent positive linear relationship between WUA and fish abundance, with numerous studies showing poor or negative correlations (Irvine et al. 1987). In fact, some have suggested that the odds of finding a positive relationship between WUA and fish abundance could be due to chance alone (Scott and Shirvell, 1987). More recently, Vilizzi et al. (2004) tested SI curves and WUA under experimental conditions and found that the shape of preference curves is highly dependent on the time of data collection, and that curves from a single field sampling excursion are representative for that moment in time only. In summary, SI curves and WUA are useful tools for evaluating alternative flow regimes during the decision-making process, but many other factors should be included. River management should not be focused on a single or small set of species; rather a multispecies approach to habitat management should be undertaken. This is the central theme in the new concept of ‘normative’ flow regime, which focuses on entire ecosystems rather than single species. Among river ecologists there is a consensus that ‘natural’ or ‘normative’ flows Invent the Future V I R G I N I A
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are a desirable goal to sustain river function and native biodiversity (Poff et al., 2006). This is supported by numerous case studies that indicate the importance of natural flow variability for both ecological processes (Poff et al., 1997), evolutionary adaptations (Lytle and Poff, 2004), as well as river physical structure (Schmidt et al., 2001). There are numerous National Academy reports that highlight the importance of flow variability in instream flow management (NRC, 2004; NRC, 2005). I recommend managing releases from the Smith Mountain Lake dam system to simulate natural flow conditions in order to improve the riverine ecosystem downstream as much as possible. This, in effect, could be accomplished with the overarching goal of matching inflow and outflow variability and timing of peaks, volumes, and durations. Of course, there are a multitude of uses to consider (in the lake, as well as downstream), but the overarching goal should be to strive for a ‘normative’ or ‘natural’ flow regime downstream of the dam. Thank you for your time and consideration. Sincerely,



W. Cully Hession, PE, PhD
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